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Investigating the question of Moses as magician in modernity might seem
hardly a meaningful venture. After all, the figure of Moses was established
in the period between humanism and the Enlightenment much more obvi-
ously as the founder of a de-mythologized religion, in which things like
magic had just been overcome. Under the conditions of modernity, Mosaic
monotheism had to be nothing less than the prototype of religion interpreted
in terms of secular politics and in terms of law. From such a perspective,
Moses the Halakhist, the lawgiver, appears like a Hegel avant la lettre, who
in his philosophy of law lays down the foundations of a modern secularisa-
tion of religion and metaphysics that proscribes myth and magic in any form.
What Hegel wrote about Spinoza in the Vorlesungen über die Geschichte der
Philosophie—‘Spinoza’s System is absolute pantheism and monotheism lifted
to the level of concept’1—could then be applied to the philosophical and
political achievements of modernity as a whole: its fundaments can essen-
tially be traced back to Mosaic monotheism.

One might indeed draw such a conclusion if one were to assume that the
project of secularisation, by which modernity defines itself 2, follows a li-
near progression. However, there is reason to question not only a non-dialec-
tical notion of historical progress in general, but also the related idea that
the self-determination of the modern era was based on the exclusion rather
than the transformation of myth and magic. If we take a closer look at moder-
nity, we perceive not an end but, rather, an unresolved ‘Work on Myth’3; and
likewise we find not a definitive negation of magic as the antithesis of moder-
nity but, rather, a transformation of it. The question of Moses as magician
presents us with a basic problem in the philosophy and history of religion,
namely the relationship between a knowledge of religious and natural law

1 ‘Spinozas System ist der in den Gedanken erhobene absolute Pantheismus und Monotheismus’
(Hegel, Vorlesungen, 298).

2 Blumenberg, Die Legitimität der Neuzeit.
3 Blumenberg, Arbeit am Mythos.
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(according to the paradigm of the Moses of Mount Sinai), on the one hand,
and a knowledge of magic (according to the paradigm of the Moses of Egypt),
on the other. Thus, in the dialectical process of secularisation and of moder-
nity, two different Moses-figurations appear: Moses the law-giver of Mount
Sinai, and Moses the magician from Egypt.

Clearly, an investigation of the potentials and representations of a magi-
cal Moses cannot restrict itself to the narrow domain of Latin, European
Christianity in early modernity. Rather, one needs to study the relevant
processes of theological and scientific transformation and re-interpretation
within the transitional domain between Judaism and Christianity. That is why
the question that has been thrown up here demands, from a historical and
systematic perspective, to be approached from a wider perspective. Firstly,
even with a focus on early modernity, a historical contextualization of Moses-
configurations requires discussion of sources ranging from late antiquity to
the 19th century. Secondly, the subject of Moses as magician requires a com-
parative study of Jewish as well as Christian literature. In this manner, it is
possible to distinguish and describe the potentials of the magical Moses in
early modernity from a diachronic and intercultural perspective. First, we
will analyze the profile of Moses as magician in Jewish, and especially in
kabbalistic literature. The emphasis here lies on the Moses of Sinai as sharply
separated from the Moses of Egypt. Second, we will investigate the reinter-
pretations and transformations of Moses the magician in the literature of
Christian Kabbalah and modern esotericism. As will be seen, the Egyptian
Moses-paradigm is here resurrected under new conditions.

1. Mosaic versus Egyptian Magic in Jewish Literature

All doubts considering the possibility of a magical Moses-figuration are
confirmed by biblical and rabbinical literature. In fact, the establishment of
mosaic monotheism in the second Book of Moses is presented here as an
uncompromising victory over Egyptian magic4. Moses’ victory over the magic
of the Egyptians has become even a foundational element in biblical and
accordingly, rabbinical literature: the rejection of Egyptian magic becomes
basic to the establishment of tradition. The formula samti pedut bein ami

4 Cf. Assmann, Moses the Egyptian, 11: ‘the Hebrew Moses of the Bible has kept an image
of Egypt alive in Western tradition that was thoroughly antithetic to Western ideals, the image
of Egypt as the land of despotism, hubris, sorcery, brute-worship, and idolatry’.
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ubein amecha, ‘I will make a distinction between my people and yours.’ (Ex
8:23)5, is demonstrated most pronouncedly with reference to magic: in a com-
petition of sorcerers, Moses defeats the Egyptian magicians6. As prophecy
of the one God, who alone lays claim to authority, Mosaic monotheism
emerges first of all as a result of its separation from Egyptian sorcery.

In the further development of the Mosaic founding act, the cultural dif-
ference between Israel and Egypt is defined more clearly as the difference
between law and magic. Not by accident, the first and emphatically repeated
directives of Moses’ law-giving on Mount Sinai include the prohibition of
magic. It is articulated three times: ‘You shall not suffer a witch (mekashafa)
to live’ (Ex 22:18); ‘You shall not practice divination or sorcery’ (Lev 19:26);
and finally ‘. . . Let no one be found among you who makes his son or 
daughter pass through fire, no augur or soothsayer or diviner or sorcerer
(mekashef )’ . . . (Deut 18:10)7. The Torah emphatically attaches importance
to presenting the Mosaic position as opposed to the Egyptian religion of sor-
cery. The reasons have to do not merely with religious law, but also with
religious and even cultural history: at stake is nothing less than the origin of
Judaism itself, which cannot have its origins in Moses’ early Egyptian knowl-
edge but must be founded on the later revelation of Mount Sinai. Accordingly,
the origin of the Jewish religion is not an Egyptian secret doctrine but the
divine revelation on Mount Sinai. 

It was to be expected that the biblical interdict of sorcery and thus also
the interpretation of Moses as vanquisher of magic would also be empha-
sized in philosophical and rabbinical literature. Here too, the myth of the ori-
gin of the Jewish religion as such is decisive: it began not in Egypt but on
Mount Sinai. Philo of Alexandria, for instance, in De Vita Mosis, portrayed
Moses precisely as censor of divination and magic, since ‘the activities of
the sorcerer and the inspiration of the Most Holy cannot exist side by side’8.
Even stronger: ‘as devotee and teacher of the truth’, Philo’s Moses outlawed
any form of divination and magic as a ‘false delusion’9. Philo’s Moses replaces
magic by religion, on the one hand, and by politics, on the other. The Talmud,

5 Cf. Ex 11:7: ‘. . . that ye may know how that the Lord doth put a difference between the
Egyptians and Israel’.

6 Ex 7:14-10,11.
7 Cf. also 3 Mose 19:31 and 3 Mose 20:27. 
8 Philo of Alexandria, De vita Mosis, I, 277. Cf Veltri, Magie und Halakha, 62. Cf. the trans-

lation in: Philo von Alexandria, Die Werke in deutscher Übersetzung, I, 284: ‘[. . .] denn magi-
sche Zauberei durfte mit hochheiliger Verzückung nicht zusammenwohnen’.

9 Philo von Alexandria, SpecLeg I, 59-65.
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too, upholds a strict distinction between Israel and Egypt. Egypt is repeat-
edly mentioned as the origin of sorcery, from which Israel, with its origins
on Mount Sinai, clearly separates itself: The phrase kol mizraiim male keshufim,
‘All of Egypt is full of sorcery’, can be found in numerous Midrashim10. ‘Ten
measures of sorcery (keshafim) came down upon this world’, one may read
in the tract Kiddushin, ‘Egypt took nine and the whole rest of the world took
one’11. Therefore in religious philosophy and Halachist literature, mosaic is
whatever is different from magic. The far-reaching innovations established
by Moses—law, the state, religion—are presented as fruits of a victory over
myth, divination and magic. Or formulated positively: the beginning of
monotheistic religion lies in the voice of God, received and written down by
Moses in the desert.

Still, in spite of this basic and easily understandable element of the Jewish
religion, even within Jewish literature Mosaic monotheism cannot exclusively
be considered as vanquisher of all kinds of magic. At closer scrutiny, we find
that while Moses may not have adopted magic in its manifestations dis-
qualified as “Egyptian”, he did appropriate it in a monotheistic, secularised
and transformed shape. This made it possible to draw a cultural difference
and separate the Jewish religion from the Egyptian, but without having to
give up magic entirely. Decisive evidence is to be found already in the bi-
blical writings. On closer observation, the cultural and theological separa-
tion between Egypt and Israel, which is the real goal of the contest between
Moses and the Egyptian sorcerers, turns out to be based not directly on the
difference between magic and law, but rather, on the difference between two
forms of magic: one Egyptian and polytheist, another Mosaic and monothe-
ist. This difference is manifest already at the level of terminology. Whereas
in the case of Egypt the term “sorcery” (kishuf ) is used, in Moses’ case re-
ference is made to “portents and miracles”, otioth we muftaim12. According
to the Talmudic tract Menachoth, when Moses performed his “portents and
miracles” in Egypt in the service of God, the two Egyptian sorcerers Jochana
and Mamra, asked him ‘Are you taking straw to Afraim?’, whereupon Moses
replied: ‘To a city that is rich in greenery, bring greenery, for there one will
find buyers’13; that is to say, Moses had to defeat the Egyptian sorcerers, the

10 Cf. Blau, Das altjüdische Zauberwesen, 40, footn. 1. Cf. also Marcel Simon, ‘Superstition
et magie’.

11 bT Kidduschin 49b. Cf. Blau, Das altjüdische Zauberwesen, 38-43.
12 Ex 7:3. Cf. Deut 34:11.
13 bT Menachoth 85a.
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chartumim and mekashefim mizraim, by similar means—if not by sorcery,
then with “portents and miracles”. Already the relevant passage in Exodus,
and in a later period rabbinical literature as well, is careful not to confuse
the Mosaic “miracles” with Egyptian “sorcery”.

Secondly, the difference between Egyptian and Mosaic magic could be
explained in terms of a dichotomy between polytheism and monotheism.
According to the Exodus commentary of the Midrash Rabba, in their attempt
to imitate and outdo Moses ‘with their spells’ (Ex 7:12, be-lahateihem)14 the
Egyptian sorcerers worked with the assistance of ‘corrupt angels’ (malache
chabala) and ‘demons’ (shadaim), whereas Moses acted on God’s author-
ity15. The Talmud therefore distinguishes between true monotheistic magic,
legitimised by God and employed by Moses, on the one hand, and the ma-
gical tricks of the so-called “illusionists”, on the other16. Mosaic monothe-
ism is therefore not merely a vanquishing, but also a secularisation and a
sublimation of magic in its transition from myth to religion. As pointed out
by the final passages of the Torah, Moses is the prototype of such a monothe-
istically transformed magician, who owes his power not to mythical-demonic
forces of nature but to the one God of the Sinai: ‘Never yet in Israel has a
prophet risen like Moses, whom the Lord knew face to face, with all the
signs and portents . . .; remember the strong hand of Moses (ha-jad ha-
chasaka) and the terrible deeds which he did in the sight of all of Israel’
(Deut. 34:10-12)17.

This monotheist reinterpretation and legalisation of magic as action in the
service and in the name of God culminates in a theology of the Name of
God. Moses’ political and legal authority is accordingly based on a theolo-
gical one: on his knowledge of God’s Name, first revealed in the burning
bush of Mount Sinai as ehyeh asher ehyeh, ‘I am who I am’, and on that of
the inexpressible four-letter name, the tetragrammaton. When, especially in the
Haggadic elements of the Talmud18 and Midrash19, Moses was understood as
a magician, this was because of his ‘knowledge of the Name’ ( jediat ha-

14 Ex 7:11 and 22.
15 Midrasch Rabba, on Exodus 7:11 and 22. Cf. Blau, Das altjüdische Zauberwesen, 15,

footn. 1.
16 Cf. Veltri, Magie und Halakha, 64f.
17 5 Mose 34:10-12.
18 According to Rabba it is possible to calm a storm with a ‘staff’, on which the name ‘ehyeh

ascher ehyeh’ is inscribed. Cf. bT Baba Batra 73a.
19 Cf. Horowitz, Sammlung kleiner Midraschim, 69. Cf. also Blau, Das altjüdische Zauberwesen,

31.
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shem)20. This element was raised in Jewish mysticism almost to the level of
a discipline, as demonstrated by evidence in Jewish literature since late anti-
quity and the early Middle Ages. The Magical Fragments from the Geniza
of Cairo for instance, are essentially based on the Mosaic theology of God’s
Name. It is not by accident that Moses appears in numerous fragments as
the person to whom the divine names were revealed and who knew how to
handle them. The magical knowledge of these late antique fragments from
the library of Cairo is, accordingly, an eminent example of Mosaic knowl-
edge. ‘And once more I invoke you’, one reads in one of the incantation
texts, ‘and establish [that you] will grant me everything I earnestly request
before the throne of magnificence, with this Name of the great, heroic, ter-
rible and fearless God, that Name which was written down by Moses the
prophet’21.

Nor is it a coincidence that the name Moses is found in the title of a cer-
tain magical text from the period of late Hekhaloth literature, the so-called
‘Sword of Moses’ (Harba de Moshe). The expression “Sword of Moses” is
a metaphor for God’s Name. Clearly the author of this text was aware that
the magic presented in Moses’ name challenged not only the Mosaic prohi-
bition, but the victory over Egyptian sorcery as well. In not only sharply dif-
ferentiating the Mosaic magic of the Name from sorcery, but in also presenting
Moses as the vanquisher of magic, he clearly demonstrated how difficult it
was for magical literature to legitimise magic within the Mosaic paradigm.
The only possible strategy was the one also followed by rabbinical litera-
ture: there are different kinds of magic, that is to say, the practice of magic
based upon the monotheist theology of God’s Name must be accompanied
by a prohibition of the polytheist, Egyptian magic that operates with animal
gods and demons. 

This is the sword of Moses, with which he brought about portents and acts of
power, and put an end to all sorcery. It was revealed to Moses in the burning
bush and (thereby) the great and precious Name was made known to him. Now
guard it truly, (then) it will protect you. . . . It will save you from all the woes
of this world22. 

The attempt to legitimise magic in this text again reflects the dialectic accord-
ing to which Mosaic magic meant an abolishment of Egyptian magic not

20 Cf. Trachtenberg, Jewish Magic and Superstition, 90ff.
21 Magische Texte aus der Kairoer Geniza, 61. Cf. p. 45 and 59.
22 Übersetzung der Hekhalot-Literatur, IV, 10 (§ 606). Cf. the introduction, VII-XVII. Cf.

also Gaster, ‘The Sword of Moses’; Alexander, ‘Incantation and Books of Magic’.
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only in the sense of its annihilation but also in the sense of its reinterpreta-
tion. Rejection of magic goes hand in hand with its monotheistic transfor-
mation. 

The dialectic confrontation of the abolishment and sublimation of magic
is particularly virulent in the type of Jewish literature where magic is to be
most expected: the literature of the kabbalah. However, the Moses figure is
of decisive importance for the Kabbalah, not only under its magical aspect—
specifically the so-called “practical Kabbalah” (kabbala ma æassit)—but also
due to his mythical status as founding father of the Kabbalah as such. For
questions of origin and transmission are particularly relevant in the context
of the Kabbalah, which defines itself as “transmission”: the very meaning of
the term “Kabbalah” is “reception”, that is to say, what is handed down by
tradition. More precisely, kabbalah is the transmission of the very esoteric
knowledge concerning the Torah (sitre tora), received by Moses as “oral
Torah” (tora she-bealpeh) on Mount Sinai, together with the exoteric knowl-
edge that he put down in the “written Torah” (tora she-bichtav). This is the
classic kabbalistic Nachrichtentheorie (media theory)23, as formulated e.g.
by Moses ben Nachman, one of the earliest Spanish Kabbalists, in his Torah
commentary: ‘These veiled hints [in the Torah, A.K.] cannot be understood,
except [by a chain of transmission] from mouth to mouth (mi-peh al-peh),
all the way back to Moses at Mount Sinai’24. Thus the Kabbalah finds its
mythical beginnings in the Mosaic revelation at Sinai and has been passed
on from the time of this primordial act of oral initiation—the founding act
of the Mosaic religion—, ‘by being spoken from the mouth of a wise Kabbalist
into the ear of an informed Kabbalist’, or literally translated, ‘from the mouth
of a wise receptor, into the ear of an understanding receiver’ (mipe mekubal
chacham leosen mekkabel mevin)25. In this way the Kabbalist chain of trans-
mission of oral information can be traced along a network of mediators: from
mekubal to mekabbel, according to Nachmanides, from receptor to receptor,
all the way back to Moses, the first Kabbalist. Nachmanides’ Torah com-
mentary thus restores a primordial and esoteric revelatory knowledge that
‘cannot be inferred from the text and cannot be known at all, except by a
tradition that goes back to Moses our teacher and that he received out of the
mouth of the Almighty (eino muwan min ha-mikraot we-lo joda al borahw
ela mipe hakabbala ad moshe rabenu mipe hageburah)’26. Thus Nachmanides

23 Cf. Kilcher, ‘Kabbalistische Nachrichtentheorie’.
24 The Commentary of Nachmanides, 25.
25 Ibid., 28.
26 Ibid., 29.
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understands the Kabbalah as the handing down of an unwritten, original voice
of God, heard by Moses on Sinai and handed on by oral transmission from
there on.

According to Nachmanides, the knowledge of God’s Name is part of this
esoteric knowledge; he sees it, indeed, as a central element in the oral tra-
dition of the secrets of the Torah that was the substance of the Kabbalah.
This is because the Kabbalist, by specialised hermeneutic procedures, makes
the secret Name of God in the Torah understandable. More than that: he
shows that ultimately ‘the whole of the Torah consists of the names of God’
(od jesh bejadenu kabbala shel emet she-kol hatorah kulah shemotav shel
kadosh baruch-hu)27. Now, it is this idea that allows for a certain form of
acceptable magic within the kabbalah, namely a magic in the Mosaic tradi-
tion that again clearly differentiates itself from the Egyptian kind. In the 
so-called “practical Kabbalah” this Mosaic knowledge concerning the Name
of God becomes a factor of decisive importance. Under this label (kabbala
ma’assit), older forms of magic like those of “The Sword of Moses” were
assimilated, and these were later reinterpreted in the context of new kabbal-
istic systems28. 

This could not but lead to problems, as becomes particularly clear in the
ecstatic Kabbalah formulated by the Spanish Kabbalist Abraham Abulafia at
the end of the 13th century. Although he grounds his Kabbalah entirely on
the Mosaic metaphysics of the Name, Abulafia nevertheless rejects a magi-
cal theory of the Name of God such as was possible in Hekhaloth mysti-
cism. In his Sheva Netivoth ha-Tora (Seven Ways of the Torah) he critisised
those who described themselves as Baæale Shem, “Masters of the Name”: 

Their error lies in their belief that they can bring about wonders by means of
the Power of the Names and their recitations, merely by uttering these Names,
without understanding their meaning. They imagine that they can fly, that they
can defeat their enemies by means of words, that they can extinguish fire, and
that they can assuage the angry seas by means of the power of the Name29. 

This is a phenomenology of magical practice that corresponds quite precisely
with the contents of texts like the Harba de Moshe30. In opposition to this
magical practice of the Name, Abulafia put forward his ‘real knowledge of

27 Ibid., 27.
28 Scholem, Kabbalah, 183. ‘In effect, what came to be considered practical Kabbalah con-

stituted an agglomeration of all the magical practices that developed in Judaism from the tal-
mudic period down to the Middle Ages’.

29 ‘Sheva netivoth ha-Torah’, 22.
30 Cf. Niggemeyer, Beschwörungsformeln, 20-34, 181-224.
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the Name’ ( jediat shemot amitit). In it, the magical/theurgical theology of
the names as formulated in Hekhaloth literature is transformed into a mys-
tical/ecstatic version of the Mosaic theology of the names. Abulafia replaced
the magical incantations of the Name with a meditative combinatorial use of
its letters.

In a similar way, Abulafia’s student Josef Gikatilla transformed the older
Mosaic magic of the Name according to the new linguistic premises of the
Kabbalah. But here it also becomes clear, how a Mosaic magic could ne-
vertheless remain possible within the context of Kabbalah. While warning
against the magical use of the Name in the prologue to his book Shaæare
Orah (Gates of Light), he made a distinction between the prophetic (that is
to say, the Mosaic) era and his own one (around 1300). By introducing such
a historical distinction it became possible, while criticizing a contemporary
usage of the magical theology of the Name, to allow for its possibility in the
era of prophecy. This historical distinction was accompanied by a system-
atic one: the instrumentalisation of the Name for profane purposes is rejected,
but as in the case of the biblical Moses, its use for “portents and miracles”
is considered legitimate: 

If you are told: ‘Come with us and we will reveal to you the Name and the
incantations, so that you may use them’, my son, do not follow them. Steer clear
of that path, for these names and the use of them in magic are a means to cap-
ture souls and corrupt them. And if it is true that our sages were in the posses-
sion of holy names, as handed down by the prophets, such as the name of 72
letters, of 42 letters, of 12 letters and many other holy names, [and if] they could
in fact produce portents and miracles with them, they never used them for per-
sonal benefit31. 

Gikatilla’s criticism is therefore not directed at the magical power of the
Names as such, but at their application for profane purposes, which was
indeed widespread in the use of amulets and invocation texts not only up
until the 14th century, but would continue within Hasidism right into the
19th century32. In his criticism of the use of the Name in magic (shimushim),
by the way, Gikatilla makes use of a metaphor that suggests he had the “The
Sword of Moses” in mind: ‘How can a mortal use holy names in magic and
make from them an axe to strike with’33? In this case, as well, the magic of

31 Gikatilla, Shaæare Orah, fol. 1aff.
32 Cf. Sefer ha-Rasim: ‘. . . by his Name and by his letters I invoke you/. . . that you tell me

. . . /what is his will, what is the meaning of his dream and what is his plan’. Niggemeyer,
Beschwörungsformeln, 198.

33 Gikatilla, Shaæare Orah, fol. 1a.
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the Names can be legitimate only if it is, so to speak, less Egyptian and more
Mosaic. Precisely this applies to the case of ‘our sages’, who ‘could in fact
produce portents and miracles’, but who would ‘never have used them for
personal benefit’34. This non-instrumentalist use of the magic of the Names
is based on the “intentions” (kawwanoth) inherent in the Name, or, one might
say, on its metaphysical nature, which according to Gikatilla corresponds
with the ten Sefiroth: 

However, it lies within the truth of the tradition of our covenant, that the per-
son who wishes to fulfil his desire by means of holy names, should persist with
all his strength to gain the function and intention of each single name, those
holy names which are written in the Torah, such as Ejeh, Yah, YHVH, Adonai,
El, Eloh, Elohim, Shaday, Zevaot. The point is to understand that each single
one of these names is like a key to every single thing that man may need in this
world. Whoever studies these names will see that the whole of the Torah and
its commandments depend upon them. And whosoever knows the function of
any one of these names will understand the greatness of Him, who spoke ‘let
there be’, and the world was35. 

Gikatilla’s contribution to the transformation of magic therefore consists in
a historicisation of the Mosaic magic of names, by limiting it to the era of
prophecy. In the post-prophetic era, in contrast, which is also the one of the
kabbalah, there can no longer be question of using the names the way they
were used in the “Sword of Moses”. Rather, it is now a matter of “contem-
plating” the names in a meditative manner, and try to comprehend from what
it is that, like a metaphysical formula, holds the world and the Torah together. 

This simultaneous presence of resistance against and sublimation of the
Mosaic magical theory of names is characteristic of kabbalistic literature up
to Hasidism. A unitary model in the transformation of magic is not to be
found. But the examples adduced above make clear, at least, that a more
mystically oriented kabbalah tends to transform the Mosaic magic of Names
into a theology of the Names, and to oppose the “effect” of the Names to
the “knowledge” of them. A more practically oriented kabbalah, on the other
hand, was able to continue the tradition of a Mosaic magic of names as it
had been developed in medieval Hekhaloth literature and in the Harba de
Moshe. Precisely this model was taken up in the kabbalah of modern times:
the Palestinian one of Moses Cordovero and Isaak Luria, and the Hasidic li-

34 Ibid. Concerning the magical function of the ‘Kidush ha-Shem’ cf. Jehuda ha-Chassid,
Sefer Hassidim, 49-67.

35 Gikatilla, Shaæare Orah, fol. 1b.
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terature of the 18th and 19th centuries that followed in its lineage36. Not by
chance, the Mosaic figure of the “Baæal Shem”, the “Master of the Name”
has a central place in Hasidic piety. In his Tales of the Hasidim, Martin Buber
explained in his own words what could be understood by “Baæal Shem” in
a Hasidic context: ‘Baal-Shem, that is the Master of the Name, thus named
because he knew the full hidden Name of God and was able to pronounce
it, so that with its help he could accomplish the strangest things, but in par-
ticular could heal people in body and soul’37. The “Baæal Shem” is, so to
speak, the successor of Moses the prophetic magician: he who not only knows
the hidden Name of God but also knows how to handle it.

2. Mosaic Magic as Egyptian Magic in Christian Kabbalah and 
Esotericism

Rather than continuing to follow the trail of Moses the magician within
Jewish literature, we will now move to a comparison with early modern
Christian literature. It is natural to begin here because from the second half
of the 15th century, or more exactly from the time of Pico della Mirandola
and Johannes Reuchlin, an intense activity of translating, reading and dis-
cussion on Jewish and especially kabbalistic literature got underway. In this
context the figure of Moses the magician became of crucial importance. The
new interpretations that were given of him outside the sphere of Jewish li-
terature were based on changed theological and philosophical premises. The
decisive difference consists in the fact that in the literature of Christian
Kabbalah the cultural difference between Egypt and Israel had lost its rele-
vance. Moses could now be an Egyptian and, much less problematically, a
magician. Behind this lies a fundamental difference between the Jewish and
the Christian Kabbalah, and in fact between Judaism and Christianity as such.
It is impossible for the Jewish Kabbalah, and for the Jewish religion as such,
to locate their origin in Egypt—on the contrary: they define themselves pre-
cisely in terms of the move out of Egypt, and locate their founding act in
the Mosaic revelation at mount Sinai. For the Christian Kabbalists, in con-
trast, in their search for an esoteric origin of the Christian religion, there was
not the slightest problem in placing the kabbalah syncretistically alongside
other esoteric traditions, like those of the Greeks, the Persians and the

36 Cf. Idel, Chassidism.
37 Buber, Die Erzählungen der Chassidim, 114.
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Egyptians, and occasionally even to portray the Kabbalah as an Egyptian
doctrine and speak of a cabala aegyptiana. The monotheistic sinaitic Moses
of the theology of names could be fused with problems with the Egyptian
Moses associated with miracles and sorcery. Originally this is still less clearly
the case in a Christian Kabbalah of rather narrow Christian-theological ori-
entation, like Johannes Reuchlin’s. It is prominent, however, first and fore-
most in a hermetic and esoterically-oriented Christian Kabbalah, in which
the theological question of the difference between the Egyptian and the
Jewish/Christian culture is suppressed, and replaced by an interest in the rein-
terpretation of magic and the hermetic science in terms of a philosophy of
nature based on humanist Neoplatonism.

To start with the older Christian myth of the origins of the Kabbalah: it
still links Moses relatively closely with the Jewish-Christian tradition. In Pico
della Mirandola’s Oratio de hominis dignitate (1486) the Kabbalah is not an
Egyptian and magical secret knowledge but, in line with Nachmanides, ‘the
more secret and true interpretation of the law’, received by Moses at Sinai
together with the Torah and originally conveyed orally, that is to say, as “kab-
balah”38. Nevertheless, in the Conclusiones (1486)—as we see in more detail
below—Pico went beyond the Sinai tradition and granted magic a greater
respectability. But here too, magic remained intrinsically connected with
Kabbalah and hence with the knowledge that Moses gained on Sinai39. In his
first Kabbalist writing, De verbo mirifico (1494), Reuchlin specified the sub-
stance of this esoteric knowledge: it is the knowledge of the Hebrew writ-
ten language and above all of the Name of God, that is to say, of what
Reuchlin described as the “The Wonder-Working Word”. Moses is undoubt-
edly Reuchlin’s ideal of the Christian “Baæal Shem”, the one who knows the
verbum mirificum and how to handle it: ‘That man’, Reuchlin writes about
Moses, ‘stands high above all others . . . in regard of his age, his worthiness
and religion, the admirable strength of his mysterious workings and his theo-
logical knowledge’40—more precisely, as Reuchlin specifies, his magical
‘knowledge of the Name’. It is precisely here that, in Reuchlin’s view, the
difference between Egypt and Israel turns out to still exist, for the magic of
the Name has to be legitimised by the Hebrew language: 

Therefore the barbaric words [that is to say, the nomina barbara, the magical
Names of God] that we use unchangeably and purely in the holy rite should not

38 Pico della Mirandola, Oratio de hominis dignitate, 59.
39 Pico della Mirandola, Conclusiones, 78f.
40 Reuchlin, De verbo mirifico, 167.
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be Egyptian but, rather, Mosaic41 . . . In short: as far as the signs of God are
removed from sorcery and witchcraft, no less far removed are . . . in the domain
of holy things, the words of the Hebrews from those of the idol worshippers,
as taught to us by Moses, who by the Word of God transformed a snake into a
staff. The Egyptian sorcerers, however, who were called wise men, produced,
in front of the king, by means of mechanically recited words of human learn-
ing, similar phenomena, that were eaten by Moses’ snake, which showed that
they were merely artificial delusions. That is why a famous philosopher [= Pico
della Mirandola, A.K.] recently asserted, in Rome, a thesis that does not seem
unqualified to me, i.e. that no names in a magical and permitted work possessed
the same power as the Hebrew ones42.

It may be remarked in passing that Reuchlin here takes up a theme that was
known since the time of Origenes and that, in Reuchlin’s wake, would be
frequently quoted in the Christian Kabbalah of the 16th and 17th centuries:
the topos of the untranslateability of the Hebrew language on the grounds of
its magical function43. Decisive for the connections under discussion here is
the way in which magic is referred back to the Mosaic knowledge of the
Hebrew language and the Hebrew Names of God. ‘That . . . however, which
contains the supreme power, given to man by the highest God, was revealed
to Moses and not to the forefathers’, that is to say: the inexpressible Name
of God, Reuchlin’s inerrabile nomen, schemhamphoras or more precisely:
the verbum mirificum44.

Pico’s and Reuchlin’s Mosaic Theology of the magic Name of God, inci-
dentally, found a sharp opponent in the person of Martin Luther. He rejected
the magical theory of God’s Name not only for theological reasons, how-
ever, but also out of an anti-Jewish tendency. In his article Vom Schem
Hamphoras und vom Geschlecht Christi (1543), he considers one of the most
repulsive ‘articles of the Jewish faith’ to be that ‘their Shem Hamphoras can
do anything and everything’45. Luther’s criticism is leveled more precisely
at ‘the mere, empty, poor letters invested with power, and with the power to
work wonders’46. But in Luther’s Pauline and anti-Jewish hermeneutics the
letter of the “law” had always been dead, and only the sensus, the “spirit”
was alive47: 

41 Ibid., 175.
42 Ibid., 187.
43 Cf. Kilcher, ‘Hebräische Sprachmetaphysik’.
44 Reuchlin, De verbo mirifico, 245, 251.
45 Luther, Werke, vol. 53, 604.
46 Ibid., 603.
47 Cf. Gardt, ‘Luthers Übersetzungstheorie’.
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That is why there is no inherent power [in letters], but they are merely empty
feeble letters. If anything is attained by them, it is not God’s but the devil’s
work, to strengthen his lies and sorcery48 . . . In sum: a Jew is so full of idola-
try and sorcery as nine cows have hairs, that is to say, innumerable and end-
less, just like the devil, their god, is full of lies49. 

So whereas Pico in his Oratio and, most of all, Reuchlin, consider the Mosaic
magic of the Name possible even within Christian theology, on the basis of
an Egyptian-Mosaic distinction, such an option was not possible within the
hermeneutical framework of the Reformation. Unlike Reuchlin, Luther does
not oppose a magical Egypt against a monotheist Israel, but a magical Judaism
against a Pauline Christianity.

Within the latin Kabbalah of early modernity the figure of Moses the magi-
cian could be conceptualized even far more radically than had been done by
Reuchlin with his Mosaic theology of names: that is to say, by discarding
the Jewish-Christian distinction between Egypt and Israel. Moses was thereby
removed from the Jewish-Christian tradition and formally made into an
Egyptian again50. The conditions that made it possible to see Moses as an
Egyptian magician were created by what can be called the syncretism of the
Renaissance. Pico’s Conclusiones are one of the earliest attempts to place
Pythagorean, Platonic, neoplatonic, Aristotelian-scholastic, Persian, Orphic,
kabbalistic and magical “theses” next to one another and, by compiling var-
ious cultural codes and religious systems, create a new whole. It was from
such a perspective that Pico considered the connection between magic and
Kabbalah51. However, the connection with the Egyptian symbolic system still
remained merely implicit. It was Reuchlin’s student Heinrich Cornelius
Agrippa von Nettesheim who located the Mosaic magic of the Name, which
according to his terminology should be described as magia ceremonialis,
within a more comprehensive system of magic that had one of its origins in
Egypt. In the De occulta philosophia (1533) he remarked—and in this lies
the actual transgression of the taboo, from a Jewish perspective—that the
“Lawgiver” Moses was initiated in Egyptian magic as well: ‘Moses, Hebrae-
orum legislator ac princeps, in Aegypto magia imbutus’52. 

Giordano Bruno’s Kabbalah systematised this hermetic fusion of Egyptian
and Jewish culture, thereby leading the new perspective of the non-Jewish

48 Luther, Werke, 594.
49 Ibid., 602.
50 Cf. Hornung, Das esoterische Aegypten.
51 Cf. the Conclusiones magicae nr. 19-26.
52 Agrippa, De occulta philosophia, 174.
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reception of Kabbalah in the Renaissance to an extreme53: he generalised
Agrippa’s “taboo transgression”, in that he was in fact no longer interested
in a Christian interpretation of the Kabbalah. Even though he understood the
Kabbalah to be the original and secret Mosaic knowledge, this interpretation
of the Kabbalah emerged from the new and singular angle of a hermetic re-
mythologisation of copernicanism. The original wisdom is not Hebrew but
Egyptian: the Hebrew is derived from the latter. According to Bruno’s her-
metic genealogy, Pythagoras and Plato are not inheritors of Kabbalah, as they
had been for Reuchlin; rather, Moses is dependent on Hermes Trismegistus,
and the Kabbalah is therefore of Egyptian origin. In Lo spaccio della bestia
trionfante (1584), the dialogue by which, as argued by Frances Yates, Bruno
wanted to introduce Copernican-Egyptian heliocentricism as a hermetic reform
in England, one may read: 

That is why the Godhead . . . was honoured by several other names, which as
specific ideas and forces of nature may all be traced back to the one Godhead
of Godheads, the primal source of all ideas, that reigns over nature. . . . This
seems to have been the starting point of the Hebrew kabbalah, the wisdom of
which, whatever may be its nature, definitely stems from the Egyptians by whom
Moses was instructed54.

Bruno relocated the origin of knowledge in a cabala aegyptiana, about which
Claude Duret and Athanasius Kircher would later speak as well55. This rein-
terpretation of the esoteric Nachrichtentheorie—the origin of the tradition
being no longer the Moses of Sinai but the Moses of Egypt—is characteris-
tic of early modern esotericism and hermeticism. When secret knowledge
was determined genealogically, then usually as an Egyptian knowledge that
had been transferred to Moses. That made Moses into an Egyptian again,
who could once more be a magician.

Examples may be found in the esoteric literature of the modern era right
into the 18th and 19th century, especially in esoterically oriented Freemasonry
and—of particular interest here—in alchemical and magical literature. To
start with esoteric Freemasonry, to which the categories of the arcanum and

53 Yates, Giordano Bruno.
54 ‘Pero la diuinitate [ . . . ] diuersamente in ciascuna de le altere specie, le quali come diuerse

idee, erano diuersi numi nella natura, le quali tutti si referiuano ad un nume et fonte de le Idee
sopra la natura. [ . . . ] Da questo parmi che deriua quella Cabala de gl’ Hebrei, la cui sapienza
(qualumque la sia in suo geno) é proceduta da gl’Egittij, appresso de quali fu instrutto Mose’.
Bruno, Spaccio della bestia trionfante, Paris 1584. I quote from the edition Le opere italiane,
vol. II, 533. Cf. Yates, Giordano Bruno, 211-234.

55 Cf. Kilcher, Die Sprachtheorie der Kabbala.
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56 Reinhold, Die Hebräischen Mysterien, 21f.
57 Ibid., 22.

initiation are of central importance: it frequently claims to be the true con-
tinuation of the kabbalistic tradition. The latter, however, has its origin not
necessarily in the revelation on Sinai but, rather, in the Egyptian tradition.
One example is the Viennese Kantian and Freemason Carl Leonhard Reinhold,
whose book Die Hebräischen Mysterien oder die älteste religiöse Freymaurery
(1788) Jan Assmann has shown to be a source of Schiller’s lecture on Die
Sendung Moses and, by mediation of the latter, of Freud’s Moses as well.
Reinhold considers various mythical genealogies of Freemasonry, including
the kabbalistic one: 

I could here appeal to those systems that trace the actual sciences of our Order
back to the Hebrews, that try to locate our secrets by means of the thirteen rules
of kabbalah in the ancient text of the bible, that—apart from the aforementioned
bible—also assume an oral revelation given to Moses and the 70 elders at Sinai,
and that know how to use the Hebrew Adam Kadmon, purified by means of
some procedures of Christian mysticism, as a key to all secret theoretical and
practical sciences of nature56. 

So Reinhold here sketches the media-theoretical option of a reducing
Freemasonry to the kabbalist news chain. However, he introduces a varia-
tion on the classical masonic foundation-myth, according to which Masonry
‘is related to’ the ‘sciences of the Hebrews’, and especially to the oral ‘secret
revelation’ of the Kabbalah. For he emphasizes that the Hebrew secret knowl-
edge of the Kabbalah finds its roots not so much in the revelation on Sinai,
but in Moses’s more ancient Egyptian knowledge: ‘The Israelites came out
of Egypt, the homeland of mysteries; their lawgiver had been instructed in
all the wisdom and science of this land and most likely had been initiated
into its mysteries’57.

The Masonic concept of the Egyptian origins of the kabbalist chain of
tradition is hardly concerned with magic though. Rather, the latter is central
to literature on alchemy and magic. The alchemist Hermann Fictuld (alias
Johann Heinrich Schmidt) articulated the thesis in Moses’ name, writing in
the first person. Fictuld claimed to have translated his book Moses’ Testament
from the original Hebrew; it was printed in 1771, as part of an unconven-
tional Sammlung von einigen alten und sehr rar gewordenen philosophi-
schen und alchemistischen Schriften (A collection of some old and now very
rare philosophical and alchemical texts). The contents of Moses’ Testament
are evident already from the complete title: rather than with a Christological
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reinterpretation of the figure of Moses, we are dealing with an Egyptian
legacy, Moses’ Testament und Vergabung der Künsten und Wissenschafften,
die er am Hof Pharao in Egypten erlernet, und dem Israel zum Guten im
Gefilde Moab am Berg Nebo im Thal gegen Peor und Jericho geschrieben
hat (Moses’ testament and gift of the arts and sciences that he learned at the
Pharaoh’s court in Egypt, and written by him for the benefit of Israel in the
field of Moab near the mountain of Nebo in the valley against Peor and
Jericho). The condition that made it possible for the Mosaic religion to be
founded was, accordingly, the fact that Moses ‘was trained and taught in all
the Egyptian wisdom, science and arts’58. Faced with his own approaching
death, or so it is suggested, Moses thoughts went back to his original, secret
Egyptian knowledge. Hence the text promises no less than conveying ‘the
greatest mystery of the Egyptians, as the treasure of all treasures’59. The ques-
tion then remains in what this Egyptian knowledge consists. From a histo-
rical perspective one would have to say that it consists of the hermetic,
magical-alchemical Naturphilosophie, written in a Rosicrucian and Paracelsian
style and terminology. The text itself, however, claims to present a much
more primordial magia naturalis: the one of the “Book of Creation”60, that
is to say, of Genesis. Hence Moses’ Egyptian testament turns out to be a
paracelsian-alchemical translation and reformulation of the biblical creation
story.

The presence of a Mosaic paradigm of Egyptian secret knowledge and
magic in Paracelsian discourse is documented in numerous texts from the
17th to the 19th centuries. Examples from the 17th century are Robert Fludd‘s
Philosophia Moysaica (1638), significantly subtitled ‘The Holy Wisdom and
Science of the Creation and the Creatures’61, and also Jacob Böhme’s Mysterium
Magnum oder Erklärung über das Erste Buch Mosis (Mysterium Magnum
or Explanation of the First Book of Moses, 1623), the title page of which
features a copperplate illustration of a beaming Moses heaving the firma-
ment62. The transformation of Moses into a paracelsian and alchemical law-
giver according to an Egyptian model is also the essential focus of a treatise

58 [Hermann Fictuld], ‘Fürstliche und Monarchische Rosen von Jericho. Das ist: Moses
Testament, und Vergabung der Künsten und Wissenschaften, die er am Hof Pharao und in
Egypten erlernet . . . Aus dem Hebräischen in das Deutsche gebracht und zum Druck befördert
durch Hermann Fictuld [1760]’, 323. Cf. also p. 330.

59 Ibid., 321.
60 Ibid., 336.
61 Fludd, Philosophia Moysaica.
62 Cf. also Rosenbach, Moses Omniscius; Kozak, Physica Mosaica.
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by Lambert Alard published in 1722: Moses’ güldenes Kalb/nebst dem magi-
schem—astralischem—philosophischem—absonderlich dem cabalistischem
Feuer/Vermittelst welchem letzterem Moses/der Mann Gottes/dieses güldenes
Kalb zu Pulver zermalmet/auffs Wasser gestäubet/und den Kindern Israel zu
trincken gegeben. (Moses’ golden calf/along with the magical—astral—philo-
sophical—and especially the kabbalistic fire/by means of which Moses/the
man of God/ground this golden calf to powder/dusted it on water/and gave
it to the Children of Israel to drink). This alchemical treatise, belonging to
the milieu of the Gold- und Rosenkreuzer, interprets the creation and wor-
ship of the Golden Calf—presented in the Bible as a regression of the Israelites
into an Egyptian and pre-monotheistic cult of animal worship (Ex 32:1-35)—
as an alchemical process. Accordingly, the creation of the statue was not at
all a sin, punished by Moses by destroying it; on the contrary, it was an
alchemical/magical process of creating gold of the most sublime and magi-
cally most potent kind, in which Moses and Aaron were both involved. In a
first stage of transformation, Aaron melted the jewellery of the Israelite women
to make of it the golden calf, thereby already creating a more powerful and
sublime kind of gold. The second and ultimate stage of transformation was
undertaken by Moses. Referring to Exodus 32:20, Fictuld writes that Moses
‘took the calf which they had made, and melted it down in a fire, and ground
the powder and threw it on the water, and gave it the people of Israel to
drink’. By means of this “kabbalistic fire”, an Aurum potabilum Mosis was
created, a most potent “tincture” which not only could be employed for all
alchemical processes of metallic purification, but which also possessed ma-
gical powers that were used by Moses. This, in any case, is how Lambert
Alard’s treatise explains the biblical passage, in line with older Christian kab-
balist literature63:

The man of God/Moses, by means of the kabbalistic fire [has] not only ground
the gold of the golden calf/dusted it onto water/and given it to the children of
Israel to drink/but by these means also increased it in strength/,virtue and power,
so much/that it not only could accomplish/corresponding wondrous cures among
the Israelites/but also/when required/and when the man of God/Moses, wished
it to be so/had the capacity/hereby to change/not only all other metals into the
best kind of gold/but also, furthermore/to perform other great miracles in nature64.

63 The most important source is the alchemical treatise Aesch Mezareph, printed in Christian
Knorr von Rosenroths Kabbala Denudata (1677-84). Cf. Scholem, ‘Alchemie und Kabbala’;
Kilcher, ‘Cabala chymica’.

64 [Lambert Alard], Moses’ güldenes Kalb, 180. ‘Der Mann Gottes/Moses, [hat] durch das
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Moses again appears as a magician in the literature of Romanticism. But here
a demarcation was necessary with respect to Schiller, who saw Die Sendung
Mosis (Moses’ mission, 1790) also, and in particular, in terms of a libera-
tion from the Egyptian mysteries. If August Klingemann, in his drama about
the ‘man Moses’, once more gave Moses the ‘appearance of a magician’ (as
declared in his programmatic preface), he consciously put himself in oppo-
sition against ‘the great German master’, that is to say, Schiller. Against the
latter, he holds that 

a poetic portrayal of Moses without the miracles mentioned in the ancient doc-
ument, armed with which he presents himself as lawgiver and religion-founder,
would be a sin against the holy spirit of poetry. . . . Moses appears in his most
exalted role as an . . . inspired seer [who] by his fervent research rediscovered
the higher meaning of the hieroglyphs, and recovered for himself, as a secret
possession, that profound science of nature by means of which he was later able
to work such extraordinary wonders65. 

Thus the magical/Egyptian Moses is cautiously introduced into Romantic li-
terature, after Schiller’s verdict and in opposition to it.

Much less reserved, in contrast, was the restitution of a Mosaic magic of
names within a particular genre of esoteric writings around 1800, which pre-
sented themselves as new and secret books of Moses. Contrary to those of
e.g. Pico, Reuchlin and Agrippa, these writings were intended for a reader-
ship belonging to esoteric circles rather than for public scholars, and were
close to popular magical literature. The idea that there are more than only
five “Books of Moses” can be found in magical literature since late anti-
quity. Already among the Greek magical papyri, there is a fragment titled
Moses’ Secret Eighth Book or Moses’ Secret Book of the Great Name that is
good for all purposes, in which appears the Name of he who orders every-
thing66. This myth of the existence of secret Mosaic books containing ma-
gical information was repeatedly taken up even as late as the 18th and 19th

Cabalistische Feuer das Gold des güldenen Kalbes nicht allein zermalmet/aufs Wasser gestäu-
bet/und denen Kindern Israel zu trincken gegeben/sondern auch hierdurch dasselbe in seiner
Krafft/Tugend und Würckung dergestalt erhöhet/daß es dergleichen Wunder-Curen bey denen
Israeliten/nicht allein hat verrichten können/sondern auch/auf erforderndem Fall/und wann es
dem Mann Gottes/dem Mose, gefallen/dieses Vermögen gehabt/daß er hierdurch/nicht allein die
übrigen Metallen zum besten Golde hat verwandeln/sondern auch noch darüber/viele andere
große Wunder mehr in der Natur hat verrichten können’.

65 Klingemann, Moses, Ixf. (‘Vorerinnerung’). Cf. Harring, Moses zu Tanis. Cf. also Schächter,
Moses in der deutschen Dichtung.

66 Papyri Graecae Magicae, vol. II, 120f. (= XIII, 732ff.)
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centuries. In 1725 a book was published in Cologne with the title Die egyp-
tischen großen Offenbarungen, in sich begreifend die aufgefundenen
Geheimnisbücher Mosis oder des Juden Abraham von Worms Buch der wahren
Praktik in der uralten göttlichen Magie (The Egyptian great revelations, con-
taining the newly found books of secrets of Moses or the Jew Abraham of
Worms’ Book of the true practice in the ur-ancient divine magic)67. Likewise
in the “Age of Reason”, in the year 1797, a so-called Sixth and Seventh Liber
Mosis was advertised for sale in the Allgemeinen literarischen Anzeiger.
Actually published in 1849, and reprinted several times since then68, it takes
up the tradition of magical incantatory texts and books of sorcery and legiti-
mises them as original and secret Mosaic knowledge: ‘These two books were
revealed by God Almighty to his loyal servant Moses on Mount Sinai inter-
valle lucis . . . as Bibliis arcanorum arcanorum, that is, secrets of all secrets’69.
Even as late as just before 1900, the Sixth and Seventh Liber Mosis was out-
done by a collection of magical treatises with the baroque title Das Buch
Jezira, das ist, Das große Buch der Bücher Moses; das sechste, das siebente,
das achte, das neunte, das zehnte und das elfte. Aus ältesten kabbalistischen
Urkunden. Kabbala denudata. Offenbarungen aus den Büchern Moses. Das
Geheimnis aller Geheimnisse, beinhaltend Sämtliche 40 Hauptwerke über
Magie, verborgene Kräfte und geheime Wissenschaften (The Book Jezira,
that is, The great Book of Books of Moses; the sixth, the seventh, the eight,
the ninth, the tenth and the eleventh. From the most ancient kabbalistic do-
cuments. Kabbala denudata. Revelations from the Books of Moses. The Secret
of all Secrets, containing all in all 40 major works about magic, hidden 
powers and secret sciences).

The hypertrophy, together with the trivialisation, of Moses the magician
within the imaginary esoteric library of books about Moses hardly seems to
fit our concepts of modernity. Over against the possibly regressive remytho-
logisation of religion stands its progressive natural philosophical reinterpre-
tation in terms of the paradigm of Moses the Egyptian magician; this, at least,
was the situation in the 16th and 17th centuries. In early modernity, how-
ever, it was still easier to integrate the magical within the domain of official
knowledge than has been the case after the Enlightenment. Since then—with

67 Abraham von Worms, Die egyptischen grossen Offenbarungen. Repr. Das Buch der wahren
Praktik in der göttlichen Magie.

68 Cf. Peuckert, ‘Der Jude als Zauberer’, 811ff.; Peuckert, ‘Moses, das sechste und siebente
Buch’, 584ff.; Peuckert, ‘Das “Sechste und siebente Buch Mosis”’, 123-148.

69 Das sechste und siebente Buch Mosis.
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the exception of the Romantic period—the originally dialectic relationship
between magic and religion resp. science has gradually been replaced by an
antithetical one. In this process, the Egyptian Moses became ever more the
preserve of an esoteric literature that no longer participated in official scho-
larly discourse. Early modernity was the great era of the Egyptian Moses.
His descendent after the Enlightenment, more compatible with modernity, is
the Moses of Sinai, Moses the lawgiver and founder of religion and state.

[translation: Tanya Ury]

Andreas B. Kilcher (1963) is Professor for German Literature at the University of Tübingen,
Germany.
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Der Moses vom Sinai und der Moses aus Ägypten: Moses als Magier in der jüdischen Literatur
und westlichen Esoterik
Moses wird gängigerweise als Inbegriff des religiösen Gesetzgebers verstanden. In der Frühen
Neuzeit wird dem eine zweite Moses-Figur an die Seite gestellt: Moses als Magier. So stehen
sich hier zwei Moses-Figurationen gegenüber: der Gesetzgeber (Moses vom Sinai) und der
Magier (Moses aus Ägypten), und damit ein (bekanntes) religions- und naturgesetzliches Wissen
auf der einen und ein (vielfach vergessenes) magisches Wissen auf der anderen Seite, auf das
in dem folgenden Beitrag der Akzent gelegt werden soll.
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